
 

 

To:  All WRS Users 

From:  WRS Development Team 

Date:  12/5/2019  

Re:   Updates to the WRS Health System  

 

WRS Health is proud to announce the release of several new features created from the continued 
feedback and requests of our user community. Below is an explanation of new and updated items, along 
with directions for use. 
 

I te ms  i n  t h i s  R e lea se  ( C l i c k  t o  V i e w )  

 New - Prescribe on Behalf of Feature 

Enhanced - Medication Refill Logs 

New - Drug History Consent  

 
 

 

Prescribe on Behalf of (POBO) 
 
New functionality has been added that allow a Prescribing Provider (“provider”)  

to delegate the task of responding to electronic medication refills to another staff 

member by officially designating them as their Prescribing Agent (“agent”).  

 



 Why It’s Important?  
 
Prescribe on Behalf of allows frequent and repetitive medication refill tasks to be 

removed from the provider’s workload and formally be handled by a supporting 

team member. When used in conjunction with practice refill protocols the 

function may save provider time and increase efficiency in the medication refill 

process.  

 
 

 
Setup & Workflow 
 
To enable this function the provider needs to perform a one-time step to 

authorize another user as their agent. This authorization then allows the user to 

view and respond to electronic medication refill tasks in their own refill queue 

that were originally only available to the provider.  

 

To setup an agent, the provider must go to Resource Management>[User 

Name]>Electronic Routing>Prescribing Agent and select the agent from the 

dropdown list of practice users.  The agent does not need to have an active DEA 

Number to be selected.  

 

 

 

 



Note that currently a provider can have only one agent at a time this may be 

expended in the future.  

 

 
 

In addition, any practice user can be selected as a agent by multiple providers.  

 
A popup legal disclaimer is triggered when the provider selects an agent. The 

provider must accept the disclaimer to finalize the selection of their agent.  

 

Precribing Agent

Provider 1 Provider 2 Provider 3



 
 

A record of this designation is then shown under the prescriber’s Electronic 

Routing tab and on the agent’s Permissions tab in Resource Management.  

 

 

 
  

 
Workflow  
 



 Upon designation, the agent can view and act on all refill requests sent to the 

provider’s Task Queue. Following all established practice refill protocols, the 

agent can respond appropriately to each request from a pharmacy. The electronic 

request can only be modified to address number of refills allowed.   

 
 

 

 
 



 
 
 

 

 
 



 
 
 

  
 

The agent can Save and Send to accept the refill and electronically send the 

prescription “as is” to be refilled. The agent can also Deny a refill request if it does 

not meet with practice protocols. Deny will halt the refill request and allow the 

practice to address the reason. Once the refill has been Accepted or Denied and 

Sent, the  provider can view all completed requests in their task queue and open 

any request to view the prescription in its entirety. 

 



 

Note 
 

WRS Health strongly advises that “Prescribe on-Behalf-of” (POBO) is used in 

conjunction with well-defined practice refill guidelines, directions, and protocols.  

All Prescribing Agents should be well-versed in these protocols and should be 

well-versed in the prescription refill process.  

 

 

Your Feedback is Needed 
 

During initial release Prescribe on Behalf Of is restricted to handle electronic refill 

requests only.  In addition, prescribing providers can select only one agent. 

However, an agent may be assigned to more than one provider.  WRS Health will 

not be implementing this module to EPCS (controlled medication) prescriptions or 

refill requests. Also, there is a limit of one agent per prescriber. This limit may be 

increased to multiple agents per provider in the future based on feedback from 

the user community. 

 

 

We are looking to the entire WRS Health Provider community to help guide us in 

the future enhancement of this feature. Please let us know what you think, and 

we will ensure that all ideas will be discussed.  

 

 

ELECTRONIC REFILL LOGS 
 

  
 

WRS Health implemented functionality last year to address electronic Change and 

Cancel actions for Prescriptions. Along with these modules, the process for 

tracking electronic Refill Requests was enhanced as well.   

 



 
 

Electronic requests that have been approved/denied through the electronic 

module, via the task queue, by the provider will add in the next newly opened 

note, to the Medication Page>Previously Prescribed Medications and to the 

ORIGINAL prescribed medication. The action will be queued and can be accessed 

by the VIEW ALL ACTIONS module: 

 

 
 

There may be instances where an electronic refill request does not have an 

“original” prescription within the EHR platform (ie: original prescription was called 



into the pharmacy and not documented in the EHR; the original prescription was 

sent from a different facility or EHR, like a clinic or hospital).  The electronic refill 

request, if approved/denied through the electronic module, via the task queue, 

by the provider will still add in the next newly opened note, to the Medication 

Page>Previously Prescribed Medications, but will be as a stand-alone prescription.  

The action will be queued and can be accessed by the VIEW ALL ACTIONS module: 

 

 

DRUG HISTORY 
 
As a review, patient drug history can be accessed electronically if all the following 

steps have been completed, and as presented by the patient’s PBM coverage. At 

this time, the history can only be obtained for patients that have this type of 

Pharmacy coverage.  

1.) Make sure that the patient has signed the consent from Patient 

Management> Directive> Consents>Drug History Consent 

2.) Make sure PBM coverage is verified which is done with a pending visit 

3.) The verification process, through a scheduled appointment, will populate 

the drug history under Patient Management>Medications>Drug History 

and under the Drug History heading on the Medications Page. 

4.) You can also manually attempt to obtain the eligibility and history within 

the note process: patient's note> medications page. Click get ELIGIBILITY 

and DRUG HISTORY button.  

Certain information may not be available or accurate in this report, including 

over-the-counter medications, low-cost prescriptions, prescriptions paid for by 

the patient or non-participating sources, or errors in insurance claims 

information. The provider should independently verify medication history with 

the patient. 

 


